
ASSESSMENT
– BEGINNER

CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER

The Arabic word for marriage contract in  
 Islam is:1

a Walimah

b Nikaah

c Talaaq

Under normal circumstances Nikaah is               
                        on every man and woman 
in Islam.

2

a Compulsory

b Recommended

c Optional



Under normal circumstances Nikaah is               
                        on every man and woman 
in Islam.

This is one of the criteria people look for 
in their prospective spouse as mentioned 
in the Hadith:

People usually look for _________ criteria 
when selecting a spouse as mentioned in 
the Hadith.

3

a Profession

b Education

c Beauty

4

a Three

b Four

c One
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The criterion one should not compromise 
when selecting a spouse:5

a Piety

b Beauty

c Lineage
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

Nikaah1 Divorcea

A cultural ceremony 
done before marriageb

Guardian of the girl in 
marriagec

Marriage contractd

Wedding receptione

Walimah2

Talaaq3

Engagement4

Wali 5

MATCH COLUMN A WITH COLUMN B
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– BEGINNER



STATE WHETHER THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENTS ARE TRUE OR FALSE:

Nikaah is compulsory only for the men and 
not the women.1

Piety is to be preferred over all other 
criteria when selecting a spouse.2

It is impermissible to prefer a wealthy 
person in marriage.3

One should not marry until all the four 
criteria are fulfilled in the prospective  
spouse.  

4

Engagement ceremony is a cultural 
practice and not endorsed by Islam.5
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CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER

ASSESSMENT
– INTERMEDIATE

Ideally, the first people whom you need 
to discuss about your intention to marry 
are:

1

a Your friends

b Your parents

c Your relatives

This is one of the criteria people look for in 
their prospective spouse as mentioned in 
the Hadith:

2

a Linguistic skills

b Education

c Wealth



One can provide the biodata to
for helping you select a spouse.3

a Dating applications

b Islamic organisations

c None of the above

One can meet the prospective spouse 
for a pre-marital interview at:4

a The girl’s house along with her Mahram

b The boy’s house along with his 
Mahram

c Both (A) & (B)
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A revert Muslim should prefer:5

a A revert in marriage

b A pious person in marriage

c A person born in a Muslim family for 
marraige
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

“Marriage is a part of 
my Sunnah…1 …and I am the best to 

my family.”a

…without a Wali.”b

…whoever has the 
means to get married 
should get married.”

c

… and whoever does not 
follow my Sunnah has 
nothing to do with me.”

d

… in which the least 
expense is made.”e

 “O you young people!... 2

“The best marriage is 
that…3

 “The best of you are the 
best to their families…4

“There is no marriage…5

MATCH COLUMN A WITH COLUMN B
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ASSESSMENT
– INTERMEDIATE

STATE WHETHER THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENTS ARE TRUE OR FALSE:

Posting your biodata on the internet is the 
best option to select a spouse. 1

One can meet the prospective spouse in 
private for discussion.2

An ideal Islamic wedding is the most 
extravagant.3

Virtue of the prospective spouse is the 
most important criterion to be enquired 
about first.

4

To be fair and just with the first wife it is 
important to inform her about your 
second marriage.

5
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ASSESSMENT
– ADVANCED

CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER

In Polygyny,1

a A man marries more than one 
woman

b A woman marries more than one 
man

c Both man and woman remain 
unmarried

Polygyny falls under the following 
Islamic ruling:2

a Fard

b Mustahab

c Mubah
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This is NOT a type of divorce allowed in 
Islam:3

a Talaaq

b Halala

c Khula

When a non-Mahram man and woman 
are secluded then the third is:4

a The Satan

b The Mahram

c The Angel
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A Muslim man is NOT obligated to be fair 
and just between his wives in terms of:5

a Money you spend on them

b Time you spend with them

c Love you show towards them
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

Al Qur’an 4:31

“Marry the women of your 
choice, two, or three or four; 
but if you fear that you will 
not be able to deal justly 
(with them) then only one.”

a

“They are your garments, and 
you are their garments...”b

“Say to the believing men 
that they should lower their 
gaze and guard their 
modesty…”

c

“You are never able to be fair 
and just as between women, 
even it is your ardent desire.”

d

“But squander not (your 
wealth) in the manner of a 
spendthrift. Verily spendthrifts 
are brothers of the Evil Ones…”

e

Al Qur’an 4:1292

Al Qur’an 2:1873

Al Qur’an 24:304

Al Qur’an 17:26-275

MATCH COLUMN A WITH COLUMN B
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STATE WHETHER THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENTS ARE TRUE OR FALSE:

It is compulsory in Islam for a man to marry 
more than one woman.1

A couple who are engaged but not 
married, are yet Mahram to one another.2

It is necessary to inform your first wife 
about your second marriage to be fair 
and just to her. 

3

Teenagers usually “fall in love” because of 
breaking the rules of Hijaab.4

A Muslim wife obeys her husband under 
all circumstances.5
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